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There are all these christards who get worried and complain about selling their
soul to Satan or something, or Satan robbing it.

Little do they see they have sold out to JHVH a long time ago as cattle slaves.
This is based on their written contract of around 4000 pages, the Jewish bible.
All the terms of soul slaves being bought are written here.

They happily accept this contract.

They have no soul to the point there is nothing there. Part of this contract is to
give their soul to "heaven", to exist "eternally in praise of the lord", be a total
slave for "Christ", serve Jews for all eternity, give all their living possessions to
Jews, never look into any of this as to why and how, and burn in the lake of fire
eternally if they try to trespass the contract. Or just because their slaver wants
to.

Yet the same worthless goy swine who has signed on these terms with its Jewish
master, has the audacity to come here and worry about their so-called "soul". A
random and alien object to them. Ugly, underworked, literally of zero quality.

Yet lo-and-behold the cattle who signed the above contract are now really
concerned about their privacy and life. They truly think evil Sati Sati Satan will
now steal their soul and eat it with the giant pitchfork. Yeah, the same soul they
have been pimping to Jewish rabbis.

"Muh precious, muh sawl beware the evil Sati, bless the pimping rabbi!!".

Clearly, out of all of the above all they have to worry about is not their
4000-page-old contract and a wasted existence lived as a serf under evil beings.
But rather the possibility of losing something they do not even have anymore. A
so-called "Soul".
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If Satan were to buy the souls, they would cost no more than 5 or 10 bucks, all
in all. Maybe all Christian goyim slave souls also have no price and therefore
cannot be sold due to uselessness, being drained, being dirty, worthless, and
slaving for too long.

The schizophrenic nature of the Xian clearly shows here. They truly believe
someone needs their soul which has less power than AA non-alkaline
batteries.

A soul already sold for slavery to the lowest bidder who just bought them at the
price of their own fears. Oh, wait. There was never any purchase. They were
just enforced to be there forever slaving for Jews. Amen to that!

Christians wish Satan accepted them and bought them. Then they come to
Satan crawling and asking for favors. The Jew told them Satan would buy them,
but Satan was never buying.

The Jew, who is the soul pimp of the Christians, tells them if they are
disappointed then they can always be bought by someone else, namely
Satan.

Then people go to find a different pimpster and holy crap, Satan is not really a
pimpster. What a major disappointment! You can no longer be pimped for
nothing. You actually have to work for something! Nobody is interested in giving
you free favors anymore. You have to become a free person.

Maybe not everyone in this universe is a cheap pimpster like Jews. Holy
crap, what a realization!

And guess what some Xians consider to be a good decision after this? To go
back to being pimped by the Jews and enslaved. Some Islamics do the
same.

Then they are disappointed and return to their old master, or they stay here to
learn the truth and actually give value to the only thing that is literally YOURS
in the universe and you cannot really "sell".



Your Soul. Isn't it ironic that the one who was supposed to be, according to
Jews, the stockbroker or pawnshop of souls, their devourer and claimed
"destroyer", is the only one that teaches you how to own your soul, life,
consciousness, and development...?

Maybe the Jews are lying to the goyim again? I am starting to think so.

In short, you are not selling any soul. You are regaining it and
finally saving it.
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Reply from a Forum Member:

Some of the evangelical church bosses in America are literally worth close
to a billion dollars in their stated net worth. The fact is the Christians are
the ones who are always after people’s souls to sell to Yahweh for the
promise of a fake afterworld full of pleasure and luxury.
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